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1

INTRODUCTION

The following is a description of the proposed methodology and implementation of a
Construction Management Plan (CMP) for the installation of the planned Kaiaio Irrigation
Scheme located near Te Kaha. The scheme proposal involves taking water from the Kereu
River and pumping it to a reservoir tank on a hill approximately 1km away, then gravity feeding
irrigation water for up to 300 ha of kiwifruit orchards situated around the Te Kaha township.

Kereu River

Reservoir site

Te Kaha Township

Figure 1 - Kaiaio Irrigation Scheme proposed layout and water supply area

A series of resource consents will be required for the construction activity due to the nature of
the vegetation clearance, earthworks and proximity to rivers and streams. This document has
been prepared to provide an overview of construction methodology and some potential
mitigation measures that the construction contractor will need to address in detail as part of
their construction methodology and Environmental Management Plan which is expected to be
submitted to council for their approval prior to works starting.

.
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2

SCOPE

This plan describes an overview of the construction activities and environmental mitigation
measures which are proposed during construction of the irrigation scheme. A summary of
the earth works dimensions relating to the construction activities is shown below.
Construction Activity

Length(m)

Area(m2)

Volume Cut/Fill(m3)

Reservoir & access
track

480m

7000

8018

Excess fill site

N/A

4500

5500

Intake site

N/A

1500

2000

Pipe trenches

9500m

30,000

15,000

HAIL zoned pipe
installs

7300m

24,000

12,000(50m/100m)

The proposed pipeline will cross the Kereu River above ground utilizing the existing State
Highway 35 bridge owned by Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency. The pipeline will need to
cross 6 streams along its proposed route all which are considered minor with a flow
width/channel of 1 – 2 metres. It is proposed that the pipe will be installed above ground or
directional drilled on some of the steep vegetated banks coming down to the streams and their
flood plains. The pipeline will be drilled or trenched across the stream plains and under the
stream beds themselves, refer to plan # NZ18013-PW65 for a typical section proposed for
temporarily damming the stream and inserting a pipe to flow water across the area to be
trenched. This work is proposed to be undertaken in the low periods of the summer and with
minimum 3 day ‘No Rain’ weather window. The ‘wetted’ stream crossing is expected to take
no more than 8 – 12hrs to be complete.
The pipeline will be installed through existing orchards which are known to be classified by
BoPRC on the Hazardous Activities and Industries List (HAIL).
The Reservoir location will require excavation to build an all-weather access track and flat
area suitable for the reservoir structure. A suitable fill site has been identified nearby to the
start of the new access track and is shown on NZ18013 – D510. The rising main HDPE
pipeline will be buried in a trench within the new access track leading up to the reservoir. The
proposed alignment of the gravity main pipe leaving the reservoir runs down a steep vegetated
slope so will be installed above ground or directional drilled if ground conditions allow.
Methods of installation for the above scenarios are outlined in the documents

3

PIPE TRENCHING

Mainline HDPE pipe will be mostly installed by standard trenching methods using pipe with
outer diameter dimensions of 355mm down to 180mm. Standard trench widths would allow
for up to 300mm each side of pipe to give space for compaction machines to operate beside
the pipe when back filling.
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The pipeline will mostly be installed with 0.6 - 1.0m of cover below the ground using standard
trenching methods utilizing a tracked excavator, however pipe cover along formed roads
including State Highway may be up to 1.5m cover. General trenching methodology involves
using an excavator to strip vegetation and topsoil to a depth of approx. 300mm across the full
trench width. Topsoil material removed is stockpiled to the side of the trench ready for
reinstatement following pipe installation and may be used to divert any possible rainwater
flows from crossing the exposed ground. Excavation then continues down to the required
depth again with material being stock piled beside the trench. Imported bedding material is
placed in the base of trench and spread evenly. HDPE pipe is then placed followed by the
excavated material which is backfilled and compacted in layers. Topsoil is placed in the final
layer of backfill then grass or vegetation can be established soon after.
Ground disturbance in Riparian zones due to trench excavation will be minimised to the width
of an excavator approx. 4m. Stockpiled materials will be located outside of the Riparian
margin.

Example of typical trench excavation with HDPE pipe placed ready for back filling
Rev F
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Most Sections of pipe will be installed into the trench excavated and reinstated within a 1 – 2
day period, with re-vegetation undertaken as soon as practical. The extent of trench opened
at any one day will be confirmed in the detailed Environmental Management Plan, however
as a guide we would expect the extent to range between 100m – 500m at any one time.
HDPE pipes will be transported to site in lengths of up to 20m and will be fusion butt welded
into strings up to 100m long at nominal locations. This means that between 100m – 500m of
trench will be open at one time to allow for installation of full-length pipe strings.

Example of HDPE pipe fusion welding site producing pipe strings. Note the undisturbed nature
of the ground conditions during this work.

Trucks will be required for bringing in materials such as imported bedding material to site.
Planning of truck movements will be considered to avoid bringing soil onto roads and
generating dust. Existing roads and driveways will be utilised or temporary stabilised
entranceways at gateways if required.

Stabilised Entrance Way (SEW) section view
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4

EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROLS

Potential erosion and sediment runoff could be generated from the construction activities
associated with the intake area, reservoir site/access track and general pipe laying/trenching
activities. Emphasis is placed on the avoidance, mitigation or remediation of potential adverse
environmental effects on surrounding water bodies as a direct result of earthworks
A site-specific Erosion & Sediment Control (ESC) Plan will be developed in conjunction with a
construction contractor. This plan will detail specific erosion and sediment control techniques
and practices required in order to avoid or minimise the effects of any erosion or sediment runoff from the construction activities and will be in accordance with the BOPRC’s Erosion and
Sediment Control Guidelines for Land Disturbing Activities. Construction works are intended
to commence in January 2022 and extend through to Early July 2022, however All major bulk
earthworks are proposed to be undertaken during of the period 15th January 2022 to 31st April
2022.
Erosion and Sediment Control plans have been developed for the more extensive earthworks
required for the Reservoir Site, Reservoir Access Road and reservoir fill site. Further generic
plans have also been prepared for earthworks associated with pipelay work which will be
finalised prior to works commencing all to be approved by council.
The Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will need to be modified as the project progresses
over time. Factors such as weather, changes to grade and altered drainage could mean
changes to planned erosion and sediment control practices, however these changes would
be discussed with the monitoring officer. The final Erosion and Sediment Control Plan’s in this
application will be submitted for Council’s approval prior to works commencing by the
contractor.
Earthworks on steep slopes will have the runoff from above the site diverted away from
exposed slopes to minimise erosion. Steep slopes that are worked on may require
stabilisation, traditional vegetative covers like topsoiling and seeding may not be enough and
special protection may be required. Consultation with the construction contractor and
Council’s monitoring officer will be undertaken to determine best practice and methods that
have proved successful on similar projects in the region.
Silt fencing will be installed where required to catch any runoff that may occur from excavation
activities. The following image refers to general silt fence construction requirements:

Earth bunds will be constructed to provide clean water diversion around disturbed ground.
They will be constructed to a minimum height of 500mm, using competent materials. All bunds
will be compacted to ensure stability as a physical barrier.
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4.1

Dust suppression

Ground disturbance from earthworks and pipe trenching activities have the potential to
generate dust in windy conditions. Measures to control nuisance dust are likely to involve
suppression using water applied by machinery such as a water tanker truck or trailer.
Machinery required for dust suppression will need to be able to successfully apply water to
all disturbed ground such as the cut/ filled faces above and below the newly formed reservoir
access track. An Environmental Management Plan (EMP) will be developed with the chosen
construction contractor, this will outline specifically what machinery will be used.
Dust suppression water will be extracted by surface water take which will not exceed
maximum allowable amount of 15m3/day. The areas of disturbance will be managed in
stages so that effective dust suppression can be maintained. A temporary water storage tank
of volume 30m3 would be maintained on site which will be topped up on non-workdays or on
days when dust suppression is not required.
The areas with the highest risk of generating nuisance dust during construction are the
intake site, the reservoir access road/reservoir site and the fill site for excess cut material
from the reservoir access road/reservoir site. Pipe trenching activities have a lower risk of
requiring dust suppression due to the relatively small footprint and the long, narrow shape of
the disturbance area. Additionally, most of the pipe trenching is located within existing
orchards which by their design are sheltered from the wind.
The BOPRC guidelines for dust suppression recommend an allowance of 5mm/day water
requirement for dust suppression. This rate of application is considered at the higher end of
what might be required as this project has a relatively small footprint of disturbed area
requiring dust suppression compared to large mass earthworks projects and the soil and
wind conditions at Te Kaha are expected to be more favourable than some other areas of
BOP. In addition, the time for construction for the main specific areas that might require dust
suppression (reservoir access and associated fill site) are not lengthy (approximately 1
month).
The fill site has the highest risk for requiring dust suppression. Although the total fill area will
be approximately 4,500m2 the fill will be placed in portions/sections and so the actual
placement of fill material will only occur in a part of this area at any one time. The fill will be
completed in portions because each portion can only receive fill at a rate of approximately
300 - 400m3/day with a fill lift height of approximately 0.5m over an area of about 1,000m2
“working area” (filling activity plus machinery movement) to achieve a suitable compaction
methodology. Water for dust control could be required over this 1,000m2 area but as it is an
active filling operation receiving fill material with natural moisture in the excavated material,
we would not expect an application rate of 5mm/day/m2 would make the fill too wet to meet
the required moisture control for compaction control. We would expect an application rate of
up to 2 -3mm/day/m2 for this site on very dry days, which would require a total of 2 - 3m3/day
water for dust suppression over the area of 1,000m2.
If we allowed for BOPRC guideline application rate of 5mm/day the fill would require 5m3/day
for dust suppression. Once the 1,000m2 area was raised to the design height, topsoil would
Rev F
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be spread to stabilise the area and dust suppression would no longer be required on that
portion. Dust suppression would then focus on the next portion of fill under construction.
Similarly with the reservoir access road/reservoir site construction, the surface of the access
road would be excavated to grade and would then be immediately stabilised with gravel to
provide a good running surface for the transportation of further excavated material. We
anticipate the road being stabilised is sections of approximately 100m lengths (i.e. about 5
portions/sections of road to be progressively stabilised). The area of disturbance is an
average of approximately 8 - 9m wide allowing for road and cut batter on the up-hill side.
The total disturbed area in any portion requiring possible dust control is therefore
approximately 1,000m2 which is comparable to the fill site area. We anticipate this work area
will also require up to 2 -3m3/day water for dust control as we would not want excess
moisture in the cut material going to the fill site. If the 5mm/day rate was applied the access
road would still only require up to 5m3/day for dust control.
The intake site is small and will be stabilised with gravel as soon as it is formed to grade,
which is expected to be less than one week of earthworks activity. Hence the volume of
water required for dust suppression for this site also expected to be less than 5m3/d and is
also unlikely to be constructed at the same time as the reservoir access road and fill area.
The pipe trenching would not have an application of 5mm/d because such application could
lead to trench collapse and the BOPRC Guidelines would not intend this application rate for
trenching situations.
Pipe trenching activities may involve up to 200m of pipe trench disturbed however as
mentioned earlier most of this construction activity is to occur within existing orchards which
are designed to be sheltered from the wind. The recommended application rate of 5mm/day
is not considered to be applicable to trenching as excess moisture could lead to trench
collapse. We would expect a 200m length of pipe trench could require a volume of about
2m3/day for dust suppression.

5

STREAM CROSSINGS

The proposed pipeline will cross 6 waterways identified as the Mouirui, Pakaranui, Maraetai,
tributary to Maraetai, Puremutahuri & Waikanae streams. Most of these streams have stream
beds ranging in width from 2 – 5metres however in the height of summer the wetted extent of
the channels is expected to be less than 1m in width. Care needs to be taken to minimise the
environmental effects from disturbance of the waterway’s bed and banks. Construction
methods need to minimise sediment releases to the waterway and maximise the restoration
of riparian values adjacent to the pipeline. Proposed construction methods for pipe installation
in these areas consist of diversion/open cut trenching or directional drilling. To avoid large
vegetation clearance on some of the steep vegetated banks leading down to the streams it is
proposed that the pipeline will be installed above ground or underground by directional drilling
if ground conditions allow. Stream bed pipe installation will be undertaken in the summer
months where the streams will be at their lowest flows. A fine weather forecast of at least 3
days ahead will be required before attempting installation of pipe in a stream bed.
5.1

Above Ground Installation

Above ground pipe will be utilized on steep vegetated terrain leading down to the stream
channel and flats either side where ground conditions do not allow for directional drilling. The
above ground pipe will be flanged galvanised steel pipe supported on plinths. The steel pipes
will be able to span approx.12m between plinths. Installation of precast concrete plinths or
pinned footings will require a small excavation to remove topsoil and create a level bench of
approx. dimensions 1m x 1m at each location. Precast concrete plinths will likely require
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compacted aggregate fill under and around them to secure them on the slope. Minor
vegetation clearance would be needed at each plinth and to provide a corridor for personnel
access and the width of the pipe (the largest being 350mm diameter) this will be achieved
using hand tools on the steep banks and utilising an excavator reaching while being positioned
at the top and or bottom of the steep banks.
Once the plinths are positioned then the galvanised, flanged steel pipe lengths approx. 12m
long would then be placed on top of the plinths then secured using steel saddles. A helicopter
maybe utilised for placement of steel pipe otherwise the pipes would be installed by utilising
an excavator positioned at the top and or bottom of the steep banks. Winches and chain blocks
secured to an excavator would be used to manoeuvre the pipe sections into place supported
on a trolley.

Length of pipe above ground

Location

Max Number of supports

Reservoir gravity main

100m

10

Pakaranui Stream

50m

6

Puremutahuri Stream

50m

6

Waikanae Stream

60m

7

5.2

Stream Bed Pipe Installation

Pipe laying in stream beds is proposed to occur in summer months when flows are likely to be
at their lowest. Fine weather forecast of minimum 3 days ahead required before attempting
stream crossing. It is anticipated that all works in the stream bed will be completed within a
12hr timeframe window. The HDPE pipe is to be buried minimum 0.7m and up to 2m below
the stream bed surrounded by sand bedding material. Refer to typical stream dam detail
drawing #NZ18013 PW65 for cross section of stream diversion. The proposed plan will be to
dam the stream upstream of the work area. Depending on flow conditions the stream water
could then be diverting through the site using a flume pipe (as pictured) or over pumped using
a pump with lay flat hoses and appropriately screened suction hose intake. If utilizing a flume
pipe the dam bund will have a flume pipe embedded in it to carry the stream flow past the
work site and discharge out of a similar bund located downstream of the work area. Once the
flume pipe is established then open cut trenching will be undertaken utilising an excavator.
The trench excavation may require benching or trench shields for personnel to safely work in
the trench. Pumping will likely be required to remove water from the trench while pipe laying
is undertaken.
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Typical stream crossing cross section view
5.3

Horizontal Direction Drilling

Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) is also proposed to be used for pipe installation on
some of the steep vegetated slopes and stream crossings if ground conditions are found to
be favourable. Installation of a pipeline by HDD is generally accomplished in three stages.
The first stage consists of directionally drilling a small diameter pilot hole along a designed
directional path. The second stage involves enlarging this pilot hole to a diameter suitable for
installation of the pipeline. The third stage consists of pulling the pipeline back into the
enlarged hole.
The use of HDD for pipe install on the steep vegetated slopes and steam crossings would
require the drill rig to be situated at the top or bottom of the slope and or either side of the
stream being crossed. A receiving pit with dimensions of approx. 2m x 2m would need to be
excavated to allow drill cuttings to exit the hole. The prefabricated HDPE pipe string would
then be pulled up the slope through the drilled hole from the receiving pit.

Where HDD is employed for the pipe installation drilling mud where needed will be contained
in typical industry standard containers, used material will be vacuumed and removed from
site.
5.4 Mouiuri Stream
The proposed alignment of the pipeline will cross the Mouiuri stream. As can be seen in the photo
below the plan is to utilise an existing crossing by laying the pipe through the crossing and above the
existing culvert. This will mean there will be no disturbance required to watercourse of the Mouiuri
stream.
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Plan view of proposed crossing of the Mouiuri stream

Marked up photo of proposed crossing of Mouiuri stream
5.5

Pakaranui Stream

The proposed pipe route to cross this stream will see the pipe heading down the true right
bank in an area which is steep and heavily vegetated with slopes of approx. 23°. The true left
bank has a less steep gradient at approx. 10° and the pipe route will utilise an existing access
track which has grass vegetation. The site and the pipeline design long section are shown
below.
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Pakaranui stream pipe crossing aerial view

Pakaranui stream pipe crossing long section

The steep right-side bank CH1535 – CH1580 is proposed to be installed by directional
drilling or above ground concrete plinths to reduce vegetation clearance on the steep slope.
The actual stream bed crossing would be installed by open trenching as described above.
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The left-side bank CH1600 – CH1720 would be open trenched by standard trenching
methods along the existing grassed access track with bulkheads and trench stops as
required to prevent erosion of the backfill material on the slope.

5.6 Maraetai Stream & Triubutary to Maraetai Stream
The proposed alignment of the pipeline will cross the Maraetai stream and a tributary to the Maraetai
stream. These streams have relatively flat land either side of their water courses and consequently
the construction of a buried pipeline under these streams will be relatively straight forward and will not
require clearance of native vegetation. Similar to other stream crossings, construction will take place
in the summer when the waterflow is at its minimum. The water flow will be dammed temporarily for a
maximum of 12hrs while the pipe is buried under the stream bed.

Plan view and long section of proposed pipe alignment crossing of Maraetai stream
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Maraetai stream crossing during site survey in September 2021

Plan view and long section of proposed pipe alignment crossing a tributary of Maraetai stream
5.7

Puremutahuri Stream

The proposed pipe route leading to the Puremutahuri stream CH5900 – CH6060 runs along
an existing gravel road corridor (Old SH 35) with thick vegetation on both sides. This road
leads the pipeline to the stream bed which can then be crossed in a similar manner to
stream 1. The stream bed in this vicinity appears to be used by the local resident for
crossing to the gravel road. The stream bed on the left side is flat with grass vegetation
which leads to a steep vegetated bank with approx. 28° slope. The steep left-side bank
CH6130 – CH6180 is proposed to be installed by directional drilling or above ground
concrete plinths to avoid large vegetation clearance on the steep slope. The final location up
the true left bank is subject to discussions with the landowner and may change reducing the
vegetation clearance.
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Puremutahuri stream pipe crossing aerial view
The long section through the gully system is shown in the diagram below:

Puremutahuri stream pipe crossing long section
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5.8

Waikanae Stream

The proposed pipe route across the Waikanae Stream has steep vegetated banks on both
sides with approx. 30° slopes. Pipe install is proposed to be either by directional drilling or
above ground supported on concrete plinths. The left-side bank is vegetated with an exotic
pine plantation and some of these trees may be cleared to facilitate pipe install with an
excavator. The right-side bank has regenerative native vegetation so only minor clearance
would be undertaken for pipe install above ground. The stream bed crossing would be the
installed in the same manner as the other stream crossings previously described.

Waikanae stream pipe crossing aerial view
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Waikanae stream pipe crossing long section

5.9

Wetland crossing near Copenhagen Loop Road

The proposed pipe alignment sees the pipe cross an identified wetland near Copenhagen
Loop Road. To avoid disturbance to this wetland it is proposed that the pipe will be installed
by directional drilling with minimum cover of 2m below the wetland. If unforeseen
circumstances do not allow for directional drilling, then the pipe will be installed above
ground utilising steel pipe supported on concrete plinths.
For the above ground option, the pipe alignment will be modified so that it will be situated at
least 10m away from the identified wetland boundary.
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Aerial view of pipe alignment through a wetland identified near Copenhagen Loop Road

6

HAZARDOUS ACTIVITES & INDUSTRIES LIST (HAIL)

The proposed alignment of the pipeline will traverse through existing kiwifruit orchards.
These are known to be classified on the Hazardous Activities & Industries List (HAIL) by the
Bay of Plenty Regional Council. HDPE pipe is proposed to be installed by standard trenching
methods as described previously. The risks identified from this activity would be discharge of
potentially contaminated soils through dust and stormwater runoff both of which can be
effectively managed on site. Pipe trenching will be undertaken with the plan of backfilling
pipe as soon as possible to not leave large amounts of trench open at the end of each day
and hence keep stockpiled material to a minimum. Topsoil placed next to the trench will be
kept damp in windy conditions throughout the day or potentially covered with geo textile
fabric or similar if going to be left unattended over a weekend or weather event.
Contaminated stormwater runoff is considered not likely to occur as the orchards mostly
have a gentle sloping gradient. Sloping sections and existing stormwater channels that are
encountered will be managed using standard erosion sediment control practices of silt
fencing and clean water diversion bunds. If excess fill is generated from the pipe trenching
activities this will not be carted off site and must be used as fill within the existing site. Pipe
trench is to be stabilised by grassing and hay mulching as soon as practical after backfilling.

7

RESERVOIR SITE
7.1

Reservoir

The new reservoir site is situated on a ridge area just beyond a saddle between two small
hills at an elevation of approx. 100m above sea level. The reservoir plans indicate its
location which is intended to be cut into the side of the hillside. A geotechnical report is
provided along with this Construction Management Plan. This part of the hillside faces
towards the North or more precisely NNE and is generally not visible from any houses and
only visible from some parts of SH32. The Reservoir construction is likely to be a Timbertank
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design of 750m3 in size which have been made and supplied to NZ industry since 1970 from
their factory in Tuakau. Timbertanks are constructed of timber located onto a concrete base
with structural cross members and a peaked roof. The tanks can be assembled on site and
do not need a great amount of room, the proposed tank for the scheme will stand 4.5m
above the ground level and the tapered peaked roof will stand a further 2.0metres.

It is intended to paint the tanks a dark green, and to form a topsoil bund on the open side of
the platform upon which native trees will be planted that in time will screen the reservoir
completely. The batters behind the reservoir will be sprayed with hydroseed and in some
locations a special geofabric matting pinned to the batter that will encourage vegetation
growth.
An alternative construction is the use of bolted steel segments forming a tank. These tanks
are commonly used as an alternative to a timber tank. The final form of construction will be
decided by a competitive tender process.
The access road and reservoir platform construction will require earthworks as indicated in
the figures below.
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Reservoir access track upper section cut/fill plan
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Typical X Section through Reservoir Site, showing Landscaped bund on Open Side.

7.2

New Access Track

An all-weather access track is required for construction and maintenance purposes of the
irrigation scheme in the long term. The new access track roughly follows an existing overgrown
track that was created for installation of the high voltage coastal powerline. Bulk earthworks
are required to create the new 4m wide track with stable batter slopes.
The proposed alignment of the access track will require vegetation clearance however the
track alignment and reservoir site will be set out to maintain safe proximity to native trees
identified as having high ecological value in the Wildlands report.
The access track will be progressively constructed, clearing vegetation some of which will
remain on site for water control, stripping topsoil some to be used for diversion bunds, removal
of fill from track to designated fill site, formation of water channel and placement of culverts
and finally placement of aggregate which will stabilise the surface.
Excavation of the main reservoir access track will be progressed uphill in stages by firstly
removing vegetation and topsoil then stock piling at the fill site. Works will progress with clean
fill (silts and clays) stored in the upper area of fill site any fractured rock will placed at the base
of fill area. Permanent clean water diversion bunds will be installed at the top of the cut batters
utilising some of the topsoil stripped, sediment fences will be installed at the base of the fill
batters where necessary.
Culvert outlets and track edge drains will be protected with rock rip-rap and where necessary
ECC3 geotextile. Some of the slash from the clearing will also be used below outlet pipes to
assist in dispersing water flows.
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Typical reservoir access track cross section showing cut batter and stormwater culvert

As shown on the typical cross section above the track will be cut with a slope towards the hill
where a swale drain will collect stormwater runoff longitudinally. Culverts will be installed at
approx. 50m intervals along the track to discharge low volumes of stormwater runoff from the
track. The rising main HDPE pipe will be trenched and installed in the middle of the track with
approx. 1m of cover. Gravel will be placed and compacted on the new access track as the
final layer and will be placed progressively as the track advances up the hill side to the
reservoir. The new cut and fill batters above and below the road will have grass vegetation
established as soon as practical and other stabilisation techniques considered necessary.
These slopes may require covering with a propriety matting product to assist with vegetation
establishment effectively.

7.3

Fill Site

A suitable fill site has been identified close to the beginning of the new track. The proposed fill
site is currently covered in regenerative vegetation that will need to be cleared. The fill site is
private Maori land, it is intended that any fill placed on this site will comply with NZS 4431, the
NZ standard for placement of structural fill. An engineers Statement of Suitability will be
provided on completion, all areas of the fill site will be re-grassed upon completion.
The fill site will firstly require vegetation and topsoil clearance these materials will be stock
piled within the fill site for use or disposal later. Erosion and sediment controls such as clean
water diversion and containment bunds will be setup. A sediment/ soakage pond will also be
created to contain and treat any potential site run off water.
Stockpiles of topsoil and subsoil will be set aside to be placed back over the imported clean
fill upon completion.
Plan # NZ18013 D510 shows in further detail the intended fill area.
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Fill Area Shown Arrowed.

The intended surplus fill site can be seen above with arrowed and is approximately 0.55ha.

Proposed fill site for excess material from reservoir access track excavation
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7.4

Gravity Main Pipe Installation

The proposed pipe alignment route for the gravity main pipe leaving the reservoir sees the
pipeline running down a steep vegetated slope between CH100 to CH160. As with some of
the steep slopes at the stream crossings the plan is to install pipe by direction drilling or above
ground steel pipe supported on concrete plinths. For the above ground option, a helicopter
maybe utilised for installation of precast concrete plinths and steel pipe in the lower section of
the slope however the power lines overhead will not allow use of helicopter near the top of
slope. A small excavator may also be used to carry concrete plinths and steel pipe into
position. Again, minor vegetation clearance will be required for excavator to gain access from
top and bottom of slope.

Aerial view of rising main and gravity main pipes to and from reservoir storage tank
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Long section of gravity main pipe heading away from reservoir site

8

INTAKE SITE

The water intake site situated near the Kereu River will require minor vegetation clearance
along with small cut and fill earthworks. The site will contain a river intake screen with a wet
well along with pumps, cyclone separators and electrical equipment. A short access track will
be installed near to the river edge to provide vehicle access to the intake screens. Erosion and
sediment controls will be setup to divert clean water and contain any runoff from the disturbed
ground. A small sump/pond will be installed to treat any sediment laden runoff.
The site will have gravel areas for vehicle access and maintenance of the installed equipment.
All other areas will have grass vegetation established. A security fence will be installed around
the perimeter to keep unauthorised access to the equipment.
Once cleared and earthworks completed the intake site will be stabilised with clean aggregate
and small concrete pads formed to support some of the infrastructure to be placed within the
compound area. The access track will have an asphalt or chip seal at completion of
construction to facilitate all-weather access with no maintenance or scour issues.
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Proposed intake site layout near the Kereu River, shown in more detail Plan # NZ18013 PW70

The proposed pipeline route discharging from the pump station will cross the sedgeland
grasses which has been identified as a wetland under the the NES Freshwater/NPS
Freshwater wetland delineation protocols. To avoid disturbance to the wetland the pipe is
proposed to be suspended across the wetland by utilising an above ground steel pipe. The
plinths to support this pipe will be positioned outside the identified wetland boundary.
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